Workshop #2: 10/11/13

Topic: TLT tools and resources. Addlestone library 122

Met with Kaitlin Woodlief for demo and hands on workshop familiarizing us with the TLT resources that are available. In particular we received pointers on OAKS quiz making, how to access TLT workshops, making one on one TLT coaching appointments, and other teaching and technology resources most did not know existed.

Workshop #3: 11/1/13

Topics: Discussion of the Adjunct Mentoring portfolio, Demo of useful teaching and grading i>pad applications.

• Moving from a resume to a CV

• What goes into a teaching philosophy?

• Writing course objectives

• Thinking about what we teach and why we teach it the way we teach it.

• Agnes Southgate led a demo of Screenchomp and Easygrader applications on i>pads we signed out from TLT. Discussion followed of how Adjuncts can access existing TLT i>pads and other technology tools. Discussion of need for faculty and adjuncts to have teaching i>pads and short, small group training.